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We specialise in creating custom spreadsheets, specifically for your business. Having said that, we often find
that various businesses require the same solution. In such cases, we create what we call standard solutions.
This means that you can try before you buy, and you don't need to spend time thinking about what you
require. This is a catalogue of such products. Please click on the links to visit the respective webpage of each
product. These can be found at spreadsheetsolutions.biz/store.
The products are listed in alphabetical order

360 STAFF APPRAISAL
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to create, distribute,
collaborate, and report on a 360 Staff Appraisal.
Who this is ideal for: Any businesses who need to do 360 Staff
Appraisals, and need to collect appraisals from staff, clients, or
anyone else.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you need to create bespoke
appraisals for staff, and then get feedback from various people, all
to be collaborated on one report, so you can present it to the
member of staff, this can be an administration nightmare. Software
to do this kind of thing can costs thousands on an ongoing basis,
where as this spreadsheet can be bought once, and used as often
as possible. If you need a 360 solution, take a look at this one.

£415.00

ACTIVITY CLASS SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: It helps people monitor classes,
attendants of each lesson, and money owed.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who arranges classes such as sport,
exercise, or any other weekly class.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you run a business doing
classes of any sort, knowing when your lessons are, who is due to
attend, when they have attended, how much they owe, and who’s
leading the classes can be a mission to control. This spreadsheet
not only helps with that, but it can give you filtered contact lists, as
well as help you see which classes have availability when new
people wish to sign up.
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ANNUAL LEAVE SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: It provides a place for your staff to
request annual leave, and for you as the employer to either accept,
deny, or counter their request.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone with numerous staff members,
where you need to keep on top of who has asked for leave when.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Making sure that staff are taking
leave, when they are taking it, and to make sure that there are no
clashes, can be a nightmare. This spreadsheet keeps things clear
and simple. Staff can request leave, you can then counter, accept,
or reject their request. The spreadsheet then shows all the
requested and accepted leave on a calendar, so you can check for
clashes. An extremely useful tool to keep task under control.

£220.00

BANKING FINANCIAL REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It uses your bank statements to
create a very useful financial report.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who wants to analyse their business
bank statement, and see how their business is performing.
Why you need this spreadsheet: This spreadsheet does not
eliminate the need for bookkeeping or an accountant, but it does
give you a detailed report from your bank statements, comparing
the current year to the same period last year. This means that you
can get up to date reports, based entirely on your bank account
statements. If this sounds like it could help you, take a look.

£320.00

CHARITY FUNDRAISER SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: It tracks and reports on attempts to
fund-raise for charities.
Who this is ideal for: Any charity who wishes to report on the
efforts and results of the fundraisers. If your staff or volunteers are
doing fundraising, this could help them and the charity stay in
control.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you, your staff, or
volunteers are fundraising for your charity, it would be useful to
know who has been approached, and what the result was from
each contact. This information is not only useful for the person
fundraising, but in fact both parties. The spreadsheet helps with
the whole process and produces some very handy reports.
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CHARITY OVERVIEW
What this spreadsheet does: It provides an overview of your
charity, showing which your staff and volunteers are undertaking.
Who this is ideal for: Any smaller charities who need an overall
view of their charities, and who is working on which projects. If you
are a client of ALPHA CHARITY CONSULTING, then ask them for a
discount code for this product!
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you have a charity,
volunteers and staff all working on projects, fundraising needs to
be done, and you need to keep an eye on which staff need what
paperwork and training. This spreadsheet will keep all of that
information in one place, so that you can see a birds-eye view of
what is going on in your charity. If you run a charity, take a look at
what this can do for you.

£180.00

CLIENT ACTION MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to keep on top of staff
and client tasks.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who goes ‘off script’ with their tasks
and client communications and a CRM can’t keep up.
Why you need this spreadsheet: You know what happens, a client
makes a request via email, a staff member then replies via phone,
and then someone else requests something of the client. Soon you
have all sorts of communication and no ones knows what is
happening. This spreadsheet helps you to keep all of those
communications in one place, and easily keep on top of things.

£220.00

CLIENT FOLLOW-UP SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to monitor when you
need to follow up with each new lead and client.
Who this is ideal for: It is ideal for IFAs and anyone else who needs
to periodically follow up with clients, or anyone who wants a
reminder to chase new leads.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Remembering to follow up with
new leads can be a pain, and can often slip through the cracks.
When you are obliged to follow up with clients periodically, this
could be a disaster. This spreadsheet keeps all your required data
in one place, and keeps you on top of your follow-ups.

£180.00
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CLIENT SALES DATABASE
What this spreadsheet does: It gives you a report showing the
relationship between your client and the services of your which
they use.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has a very small range of
products or services (up to 10) and a known list of clients. If you
have clients who purchase various products or services from you,
then even better.
Why you need this spreadsheet: This is a simple database of all of
your clients, with the value of the products or services which they
use, and a date to follow up with them for a renewal or follow-up.
If you would like to keep on track with which of your products are
most used, and what your clients are purchasing, this may be what
you need.

£190.00

COCKTAIL CALCULATOR
What this spreadsheet does: It calculates drink prices, shows you
what mark-up you’re making on your drinks, and suggests what
ingredients to order.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has a bar or restaurant who
needs to make any kind of hot or cold drink. This will help you with
prices, stock control, and purchasing.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you’re using ingredients to
make drinks, how do you cost the drinks? How do you know which
ingredients you need to order? How do you know which drinks are
making you money? All of these aspects can take a lot of time and
effort to get right. This spreadsheet is extremely useful to do the
calculations for you, so that you can spend your time selling drinks.

£280.00

CONSTANT STAFF APPRAISAL
What this spreadsheet does: It lets you monitor staff performance
throughout the year.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who wants to collect staff
performance data for quarterly or annual appraisals.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Staff appraisals can be biased
when you simply assign a score each year, as your opinion could be
swayed by a recent event, be it positively or negatively. This
spreadsheet enables you to collect data on an ongoing basis,
including overall scores and individual events that are deemed
necessary to itemise. It then brings the data together for the
appraisal reviews.
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CONSULTANT COMMISSION CALCULATOR
What this spreadsheet does: It calculates commission owed to
consultants.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who employs consultants on a self
employed basis where they earn commission.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you work out a commission
only payment for self employed consultants, the task can be quite
time consuming. This spreadsheet allows you to set the rate for
each consultant, and then simply input the value generated each
day, and it will automatically calculate the commission owed. It
also produces a report for each person, as well as an overall sales
report.

£220.00

CONSULTANT TIMESHEET
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to keep track of your
time, and which client you assign your working time to.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is working for various clients,
and needs to monitor their time spent on each one.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you work for various
clients, and charge per hour, you need to make sure that you assign
the right time spent on each client to the right client. You also need
to know how much time is scheduled for each client, and to be
aware of how much time you still have scheduled for each client.
This spreadsheet will keep all of that information together, and
produce some useful reports.

£210.00

CRM for VAs (VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS)
What this spreadsheet does: It is a CRM solution specifically
designed for Virtual Assistants. This spreadsheet is like a job card
for each of your clients.
Who this is ideal for: Any virtual assistant who want to keep all of
the client ‘activity’ from each client in the same place, so that they
can see an dashboard for each client.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Keeping track of time spent,
documents sent, your to-do-list, invoices sent, work done, your
expenses, and your procedure for each client, can be a lot of hard
work. If you would like one place to keep all the information about
each client, then this spreadsheet will be a huge help. It also helps
you to generate invoices, and provides you with a handy, up-todate, dashboard for each client.
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DAILY STAFF PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to assign casual staff to
an employer on a daily basis.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who needs to assign staff to a client
or employer on a casual basis. Ideal for agencies who deal with
casual labour, or businesses who need to schedule staff on various
sites.
Why you need this spreadsheet: It is a simple spreadsheet to do a
very time-consuming exercise. If you have a list of employers
needing casual labour, and a list of people willing to work, how do
you make sure everyone is working when they are available, no one
is double booked, all the employers have someone when they
need? This spreadsheet will help with all that, and provide you with
a schedule for each person.

£420.00

DEBIT ORDER DONATION PROJECTION
What this spreadsheet does: It looks at the donors of your charity,
checks when they start and end giving, and then project your
monthly income.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who wishes to project the future
monthly donations to their charity. If you are a client of ALPHA
CHARITY CONSULTING, then ask them for a discount code for this
product!
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you have donors starting to
give, others starting, and then they are all giving different amounts
at different intervals, how can you predict what income to expect
in future months? If you use this spreadsheet, it will do all of those
calculations for you. If you rely on regular donations, take a look at
what this can do for you.

£100.00

DIRECT MARKETING SUCCESS DASHBOARD
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to monitor all of your
direct marketing efforts (including cold calling). Produces an instant
report of your success.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is directly contacting potential
clients (whether you do it or outsource it).
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you’re contacting loads of
potential clients, how do you know how people responded, what
your win rate is, what kind of response you get most frequently? All
of this information can help you to improve your process and pitch.
This becomes even more valuable if you outsource this work, as all
of this information will be on one spreadsheet. If you would like a
detailed report of your lead generation efforts, then this
spreadsheet is for you.
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ENERGY USAGE REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It uses your half hourly energy data,
and produces some extremely useful usage reports.
Who this is ideal for: Any businesses or consultants who need to
analyse the half hour energy data, to understand the usage.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Many price saving consultants
and businesses need to understand their half hour energy data, to
not only understand their usage, but also to then know what steps
to take to save money. This spreadsheet analyses that data and
produces an annual, monthly, weekly, and daily report. If you want
to visually understand your business energy usage, try this.

£325.00

ESTATE AGENT - BUYER PROPERTY MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: It matches would be buyers with
listed properties.
Who this is ideal for: Any estate agent who actually wants to help
people find the right property.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Having being house-hunting
myself, I know how frustrating it is to be signed up to estate agent
mailing lists and then get sent completely irrelevant properties. It
would have made such a positive impression if any had taken the
time to listen to me and provide me relevant properties. This
spreadsheet helps you to easily do just that.

£350.00

EVENT ATTENDANCE REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to monitor attendance of
members to a regular event.
Who this is ideal for: If you run a networking group or any other
event where you need to monitor attendance of regular members,
then this is for you.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you need to monitor the
attendance to any kind of regular event, then this will help you. Not
only does it monitor attendance, but you can also set up what
attendance requirements there are (if any) and then monitor who
achieves them. The spreadsheet also generates some useful
reports for you.
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EVENT STOCK MANAGEMENT CALCULATOR
What this spreadsheet does: It monitors your stock from event to
event, and shows you what needs to be replaced for the next
event.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who sells items at regularly at fairs or
events, and wishes to see what has been sold, and what stock
needs to be replaced.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you are regularly selling items
at fairs or events, how do you keep track of what stock items need
replacing? Do you know what you have sold at previous events, and
do you use that information to help determine future stock levels?
If any of this sounds like hard work, this spreadsheet could make it
as easy as adding before and after stock levels.

£220.00

EVENTS LIST & CALENDAR
What this spreadsheet does: It allows you to schedule events,
which it displays and shows you if you’re not prepared in time.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who schedules regular events where
preparation is required for each event.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you’re planning regular events,
and need to prepare for each one, this will help you. It not only
displays the events in a calendar, but then reminds you to prepare
for each one. A birds-eye view of all of your upcoming events,
marked off as prepared or not, can reduce a lot of stress. This
spreadsheet shows you clearly what is going on.

£120.00

EXCEL YOUR TWEETS
What this spreadsheet does: It shows you the results of your
tweets, and ranks them in order of ‘success’.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who uses Twitter for business, and
wishes to monitor the success of their tweets.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you’re sending out many
tweets, how do you know which ones are producing the results
that you want? How do you know which tweets are more
‘successful’? This spreadsheet allows you to store all of your tweets
(I use it to schedule my tweets, and then copy and paste to Tweet
Deck), and then compare them with your exported Twitter
analytics to produce some handy reports.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW & FORECAST
What this spreadsheet does: It provides an overview for the
finances of a business. Sales compared to targets, expenses
compared to budgets, and cash flow.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who wants a bird’s eye view of their
finances without loads of complicated data input.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you just want a simple
overview of your financial situation, without all the complicated
data entry, then this may be the ideal solution. If you (or your
accountant) does the books at the year end, and you just compile
all of your transactions, then this could be for you. It not only keeps
a record of your sales, expenses, and other income, but it then
provides you with three handy, automatically updated, financial
reports.

£280.00

FREELANCE TIMESHEET & INVOICE
What this spreadsheet does: This is a one-stop shop for
freelancers who want to track their time, and generate invoices.
Who this is ideal for: Freelancers who want to monitor their time,
and automate the generation of their invoices and quotes.
Why you need this spreadsheet: This spreadsheet allows you to
list your jobs, input your time to each job, and then get reminders
of what and when to invoice. It has templates for the quote and
invoice, which gets automatically populated for each job as
required. Not only does it do this, but it also produces some handy
reports so that you can see how your business is doing. If you’re a
freelancer, take a look at this.

£295.00

INCOME & EXPENSE REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It monitors your income and
expense, creates VAT returns, and generally acts as a bookkeeping
solution.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who would prefer to use a
spreadsheet for their bookkeeping than a cloud software package.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you would like to use a
spreadsheet for your bookkeeping, VAT returns can be an issue.
This spreadsheet not only helps with monitoring your income and
expenses, but also helps to generate VAT returns. We also provide
the details for a third party website to upload your VAT returns to
HMRC. This spreadsheet is designed to work with their software.
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JOB CARD & PROJECT TRACKER
What this spreadsheet does: It acts as a one stop shop for all work,
time, expenses, to-do-list, etc, for one project or client.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is spending substantial time on
each project. If you would like to monitor time, expenses, client
contact, invoices, to-do-lists, and project progression all on one
spreadsheet, then this is for you.
Why you need this spreadsheet: People often have all sorts of
apps, spreadsheets, and software collecting all sorts of data about
one project. This can be very disjointed, and may not provide you
with the reporting that you need. This spreadsheet enables you to
keep all of your information in one place, so that it can produce a
dashboard and project report. Ideal if you want to keep on top of
your projects.

£480.00

KEY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
What this spreadsheet does: It help you to monitor which keys
have been checked out, and by whom.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who manages properties or offices,
and needs to monitor the keys.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you have a group of properties
or offices to monitor, the keys can get out of hand. Who checked
out which key, who has what keys, which ones have been returned,
which keys are checked out more often, who is checking out the
most keys? There could be loads of questions, and missing keys
could cause some very big problems. This spreadsheet will help you
to monitor all of the above questions, on one spreadsheet (possibly
two if you want the extension). If you have to manage keys, check
this out.

£450.00

LINKEDIN BUSINESS MARKETING REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It combines LinkedIn analytics data
with Google Analytics data to show you how your posts and
campaigns have performed.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has a LinkedIn business page,
and wants to know how their marketing campaigns are doing.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you use LinkedIn for business,
and have a business page, then this will help you. It not only helps
you to plan content, but also to assign it to a campaign. The
spreadsheet creates a unique link for each post, which then helps
to track website traffic back to each post and campaign. The
spreadsheet uses your manually-entered data, along with LinkedIn
analytics data, and Google Analytics data, to give you an overview
of your LinkedIn marketing efforts.
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LINKEDIN FOLLOW UP SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to stay on top of your
LinkedIn prospecting.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who messages people on LinkedIn in
order to invite people to have a call or meeting.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you use LinkedIn to connect
with people, message them, and then try and set up a call or
meeting to engage and hopefully sell to them, then you need to
keep on top of that. I see so many wasted opportunities posted on
LinkedIn simple because people don’t come back to prospective
clients. This spreadsheet should help to keep you on top of all of
this.

£250.00

MASTER DASHBOARD
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to keep on top of your
sales, leads, jobs, and clients.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who provides a service and invoices
fewer larger invoices than more smaller ones.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Finding the right CRM to track
leads, clients, finances, and jobs can be tricky. This is quite limited,
but it will suit certain types of businesses, and it provides an easy
to use but comprehensive solution. Have a look and see if this will
work for you, because if it does, it may be just what you need.

£500.00

MILESTONE PAYMENT MONITOR
What this spreadsheet does: It shows you an overview of various
projects, when you are working to various milestones per project.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who works on various projects,
where each project has tasks due in time for various milestone
invoices throughout the project.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Picture the scene. You have 8
projects on the go at once, and each has 4 stages where you can
invoice, and each stage has 2 tasks that need to be completed
before you can invoice. How do you manage all of that to make
sure you’re up to date to invoice? If this sounds like something you
would experience, take a look at this spreadsheet which helps you
to see an overview of all of the projects at once. Make sure that
you get the work done, to get the invoices out, and then track the
invoices.
© Sumcor Ltd - Trading as Spreadsheet Solutions
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MULTIPLE PROJECT MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to monitor each stage of
all of your projects in one place.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who undertakes many project at
different stages at the same time, where all the projects follow the
same process.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you have many projects on
the go at once, it is easy to forget where you are in the process for
each project. This spreadsheet helps you to monitor your
progression for all of the projects in one place. It reminds you when
you need to proceed with each stage of each project, gives you a todo-list, and also produces some rather handy reports showing how
you have progressed.

£220.00

MULTIPLE STAFF DIARY
What this spreadsheet does: It juggles the appointment diaries of
various staff members, so that you can see them all.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is managing the diary of a few
consultants or staff who can switch appointments.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you have various staff members
who can see a client, and you have one person managing all the
diaries, it may get confusing, and you would like to see all the
information in one place. This spreadsheet allows you to see each
staff’s diary, as well as an overall view, and let’s you switch clients
from staff to staff if need be. It is a simple, but often highly
effective solution.

£160.00

PHOTOGRAPHER SIMPLE CRM
What this spreadsheet does: It helps photographers to generate
quotes and invoices, and provides various reports on their projects.
Who this is ideal for: Any photographer who finds they take more
time doing mundane admin tasks than they would want to.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Photographers want to take
photos, not type up quotes, do invoices, and then try and figure out
what is going on with their projects. This takes care of the
mundane admin tasks which take up the time of photographers.
Even if you use it yourself, it will save loads of time if you are
currently doing this manually. If you’re a photographer, take a look
and see if it will help you.
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PRODUCT & INVOICE DATABASE
What this spreadsheet does: It contains a database of client, and a
database of products. Then simply show who buys what, and it
creates the invoice for you.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who sells a range of products to
clients on their client list. A really good option for smaller
businesses who are doing their sales manually.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you’re starting out, or are a
home run business, you may be doing your whole invoice and sales
capture manually. This spreadsheet can help you to streamline the
process with a few automatically generated reports. If you have a
client list, a product list, and struggle to keep on top of your sales
and invoicing, this may be for you.

£220.00

PRODUCT VALIDATION REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It looks at all of your products and
sales, and shows you which products are the most lucrative.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is selling a wide range of
products with different margins. If you would like to know which
products are best for you, then this spreadsheet will help.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you are selling loads of
products at different prices, and different margins, which products
are more lucrative? Also, if you sell more of a lower priced product,
is that better than selling one larger priced product? This
spreadsheet helps you to compare all of your products to see which
ones you should keep, and which ones to remove from your range.

£180.00

PRODUCT COSTING & MATERIALS LIST
What this spreadsheet does: It enables you to easily price hampers
or gift baskets containing of various ‘stock’ items.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who makes gift hampers, or anyone
who uses various ‘stock’ items to make up a bundle of sorts.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Creating bundle prices, or costing
gift hampers can be quite difficult. If one item changes price, it
could have a different effect on all the products which contain that
item. Also, when you receive an order, it can take a while to
establish what components you need to make up the order. This
spreadsheet makes that whole process much easier. If you make
hampers, you really need to take a close look at this.
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PROJECT BUDGET TRACKER
What this spreadsheet does: Allows you to set a categorised
project budget, and then as you add expenses, it tracks your
spending.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has a budget for their projects. If
you want to set a budget, monitor spending, and then compare the
spending with the budget.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you have worked out a
categorised budget for a project, you want the expenses to be
within the budget. This spreadsheet enables you to set a budget
(with the expenses broken down into categories), and then
provides the facilities for you to enter your expenses, once again
categorised. The spreadsheet will then compare the two, keeping
you up to date with automated reports.

£120.00

PROJECT PROGRAMME MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: Helps you to manage more
complicated projects, where you have many people involved on
many tasks, all reliant on others.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is tasked with project managing
projects with various people doing various tasks in the right order.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Having various people involved in
the same project, where some people have to complete their tasks
before others can start, can cause some major headaches. When
you have deadlines throughout the project, it can be even worse.
This spreadsheet helps you to manage the whole process. It even
has a Gantt chart to show the project layout.

£350.00

PURCHASE PRICE COMPARISON
What this spreadsheet does: It compares like for like prices from
various suppliers, in order to show you where to buy from to save
the most money.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who is buying many items for their
business (or for home use), and has various suppliers to choose
from.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Think of this in your personal
capacity, all the major supermarkets sell the same products, and
they are all different prices for each product. Who is the cheapest
overall? Is it worth while buying half the items at one store, and the
other half at another? How much will you save? This spreadsheet
helps you to work all of that out. Now imagine what it can do for
your business purchasing.
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QUESTIONNAIRE REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It produces an immediate result and
report as your clients answer some questions.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who wants their clients to download
a spreadsheet, answer some qualifying questions, and see an
immediate result.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Most of these spreadsheets are
custom-made, as they are often unique and specific. This is a
general one if you would like something simple. You can set the
questions, answers, and points earned per answer, then the
spreadsheet will do the rest as the person completes the form.

£180.00

QUOTE CALCULATOR & REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It help you to quickly generate
quotes from your price list, and reports on your conversion rate.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who spends too much time doing
quotes, and would like to make the process easier.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you spend too much time
calculating quotes, and want to somewhat automate the process,
take a look at this spreadsheet. We understand that this may not
work for everyone, as it relies on a certain format for pricing. If you
do need something different, please get in touch as specialise in
bespoke spreadsheets. Take a look and see if this template will
work for you.

£220.00

REMOTE TEAM WORKLOAD MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: It enables you to assign tasks to staff,
while keeping an eye on all the assigned tasks in one place. It also
lets you regularly and easily consolidate what staff have done with
your default task list. No spreadsheets need to be shared.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has a team of staff working
remotely, and needs to monitor assigned tasks from staff meeting
to staff meeting.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Many people may have a list of
tasks, and then assign them during a weekly staff meeting. After
that week, who has done what? Who’s taken longer than they
possibly should have? What new tasks are their and which tasks
have been completed? Which staff are being more productive and
who’s taking longer than they should? This spreadsheet has these
answers and more.
© Sumcor Ltd - Trading as Spreadsheet Solutions
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RENTED ITEMS MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: It monitors the costs and return
dates for any rented items.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who regularly rents items, machines,
or equipment, and needs to keep on top of them.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you’re regularly renting all sorts
of items, it can become quite a hassle to keep on top of all the
return dates and prices, and to know when you are going to go over
budget. This spreadsheet not only helps you to monitor that, but it
also produces some handy reports to give you some useful
information about your rentals.

£350.00

RE-OCCURRING SERVICE REMINDER
What this spreadsheet does: It reminds you of services due for
clients, when the services are repeated on a regular basis.
Who this is ideal for: It was made with accountants in mind, but it
can be used by anyone where their clients require certain services,
repeated at least once a year.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Many businesses such as
accountants, may have many clients, each requiring specific
services on a regular basis. Trying to keep up with who needs what
done when can be a nightmare. When they services you offer are
vital to someone’s business (and your income) you need to be on
top of your to-do-list. This spreadsheet helps you to do that.

£420.00

SALES & MARKETING DASHBOARD
What this spreadsheet does: It gives you a report on your
marketing return on investment, showing you which marketing
avenues are more cost effective.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who knows where their sales are
coming from. Ideally for businesses with fewer larger sales, than
more smaller sales.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Business can often engage in
marketing options without actually knowing what their ROI is, and
which avenues are working. This spreadsheet gives you the
information that you need to make the right decisions, so that you
can invest your time, money, and effort in the right marketing for
your business.
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SALES BREAKDOWN REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It produces a useful report of you
sales, including a breakdown of where they are from.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who manually takes sales, and wishes
to have reporting done on them.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you have sales coming in
from all areas, you often don’t know which avenue for your sales is
the most lucrative. You are also often not sure which type of
product or service is more lucrative. This spreadsheet answers all of
those questions, as well as calculates what your closure rate is, and
shows you how much more money you could make by just getting
more leads.

£240.00

SALES PIPELINE MANAGER
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to monitor your sales
pipeline, in order to predict your future sales.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has a long sales process, where
the same process happens for each sale.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you have a lengthy sales
process, and the process is fairly repetitive, you have an advantage.
Are you taking advantage of it? This enables you to predict what
sales are on the way, based on your current position within your
sales process. By looking at your previous sales, and what the
process looked like, you can predict what future sales may do. This
spreadsheet helps you to achieve this.

£450.00

SIMPLE PROJECT TRACKER
What this spreadsheet does: It provides you with a simple task list
for each of your projects, with each task assigned to a member of
staff.
Who this is ideal for: Any businesses who have various staff (or
one person) following the same (or a similar) process with each of
their clients.
Why you need this spreadsheet: We often find that we follow the
same or a similar process with each job or client. We also realise
that different people may be responsible for different tasks in the
same project. If you would like a handy to-do-list for all staff, as
well as warnings when tasks are due, and a report of what tasks
were done on time and which ones were late, then this could well
be your solution.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING REPORT
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to easily report to your
clients about their social media activity.
Who this is ideal for: If you’re a social media manager for various
clients, then this is for you.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you manage businesses social
media marketing, they will no doubt want to see a report of how
their accounts are doing. This helps you to report on your chosen
metrics, and keep all the client figures in one place. If you want to
create client reports easily, and monitor the results that your staff
are achieving, then this could be the solution.

£120.00

SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY COMPARISON
What this spreadsheet does: It uses CSV data to compare two
periods of data and produce a report.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who needs to compare data from
two periods. Ideally for social media data, but can be used for other
exports too.
Why you need this spreadsheet: If you monitor YouTube videos,
LinkedIn posts, Facebook posts, Tweets, website pages, or
analytics, then you know how much of a hassle reporting can be.
This spreadsheet is designed to accept your data, and then let you
set up what is required. It then uses that information to create a
detailed comparison between two periods of time. But one of these
templates, and use if for various data sets.

£120.00

STAFF ABSENTEE SCHEDULE
What this spreadsheet does: This helps you to monitor which staff
are absent when, and for what reason.
Who this is ideal for: Any business who has staff, and needs to
keep on top of who was absent when, and how much leave has
been used.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Staff can be off sick, they can go
on leave, they can even be off for other reasons. Who was off
when? How much leave needs to be carried over to the following
year? Do you have a report on your staff holidays and
absenteeism? If not, this can be a welcome addition to your HR
department. Once you’ve set this up, it is a simple task of selecting
which people are off when and why.
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STAFF SUCCESSION DATABASE
What this spreadsheet does: It shows you what current staff and
what potential staff you have on record to fill any required
position,
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who has enough positions to keep
filled, to the point where you may be caught off guard if someone
leaves.
Why you need this spreadsheet: It helps you to keep a database of
staff and potential staff, so that you can easily see which positions
are ‘vulnerable’ and you can also easily identify people to fill them.
This will not only assist you in that, but also warn you when you
don’t have enough prospects for a particular role. Perfect for any
busy HR department.

£320.00

STAFF SUCCESSION PLANNER
What this spreadsheet does: Keeps a list of your staff, showing you
who is most likely to leave, and which positions can be internally
filled.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who would like to keep on top of
their staff succession. For those who would like to monitor who
looks to be promoted, and what positions need to be watched.
Why you need this spreadsheet: When you have more than a few
staff members, you could become complacent, and either lose a
key member of staff, or miss someone’s potential for a promotion.
This simple spreadsheet enables you to document all the positions,
in order to keep on top of your staff succession and possible staff
resignations.

£360.00

TITHES & OFFERINGS CAPTURE
What this spreadsheet does: It helps you to capture the tithes and
offering from your church service, so that your accounts
departments have records.
Who this is ideal for: Any churches who need to streamline the
process between counting the tithes and offerings, and the
accounts team.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Churches who have volunteers to
count the tithes and offerings after the service, often have issues
where there is a breakdown of information between the counting
and the accounts departments. This spreadsheet is easy to
complete for the counting team, and provides all the data required
for the accounts team. A very useful document for keeping all of
you giving records up to date.
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VOUCHER CODE DATABASE
What this spreadsheet does: It generates paper vouchers, and
then helps you to monitor which vouchers are still outstanding.
Who this is ideal for: Anyone who wants to issue numbered paper
vouchers, and then track which vouchers have been redeemed.
Why you need this spreadsheet: Do you issue clients with
vouchers? Would you like to? This spreadsheet not only helps you
to make and number the vouchers, but then provides you with a
database of voucher codes so that you can track who has what
voucher, and which ones have been redeemed. This way it makes
sure that there are no surprises when vouchers are redeemed, and
you can see if vouchers are copied.

£120.00

Did you find what you were looking for? If not, remember that we specialise in
creating bespoke projects, so please get in touch and tell us what you need.
Would you like your own product for your clients or staff to purchase? We create
exclusive 'standard' products, branded with your business logo and colours.
To find out
more, get in
touch, or take a
look at our free
resources and
videos, click on
the logo and
visit our
website.

Are you looking for a basic solution, at a very low price? If you're looking for a budget
spreadsheet, we have a range of basic products too.
For basic solutions, at a very low price, please use the link below. The basic
spreadsheets are quite simple, but professionally made.
There is no
support offered
with the Basic
Range, but
there are free
trial versions
and demo
videos.
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